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President’s Corner

From the president
Spring Memorial Fun Fly
Our spring memorial fun fly has
been scheduled for Saturday
May 28th starting at 9 am and
ending when the last flyer has had enough. After
many years it seems of poor weather, recent fun
fly events have enjoyed good weather and good
turn outs by both local and area fliers. A list of
raffle prizes is growing and our grand prize of a
Motion RC Tiger Moth has been ordered. The
Motion RC model keeps the tradition of providing
a balsa and plywood model that can be fitted
either fuel or electric.

Membership
Membership that reached the low twenties a
couple of years ago continues to increase and is
now at thrity six. It is our hope and wish that
each finds ETAM to be a home and fraternity and
that the field meets their needs and wants.

Winter Banquet
I’ve been lax with providing a recent newsletter
article out of little to offer but do want to report
that the banquet was success. Fourteen were
present late in February at the Cotton Patch Café
and enjoyed a nice meal and fellowship together.
The poor service experienced during the previous
was dismissed from memory by the excellent
service given this time. During the event, Bobby
Bounds was recognized for his service to the
needs of Floyd Harp who happily came home
from a short stint in residence rehab.
The group also acknowledged the losses of wives
of several members during the last year. Patsy
Harp, Faye Woods, and Diane Smith. Our
concerns remain with each family. As well, we
remembered the loss of longtime ETAM member
Raymond Curry last year. He has been missed.

3rd Tuesday Lunch B4 Flying
At the start of the year, we resumed our monthly
lunch before flying at the Whataburger on loop
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1845 at 12 noon on the 3rd Tuesday. Come share
meal and chatter before we fly.



You usually start with a hole drilled a
couple of sizes smaller than the screw
(so it will create some good threads
when screwed in the first time). For
example, a standard, self-tapping
servos screw requires a 1/16-inch hole
drilled.



Install the part with the proper screw
and barely tighten (not too tight …
don’t strip it out) it.



Loosen the screw and remove it and
the part. Gain access to the newly
threaded hole in the wood.



Drop a drop or two of thin CA glue into
the hole and let it wick into the wood. If
you need to, you can swish the glue
around the wood hole’s threads with a
toothpick (but be quick so the
toothpick doesn’t get glue inside).



Let the glue dry completely for one
hour. The idea is not to get the screw
glued into the whole. The threads and
surrounding wooden area will now be
stronger and more like plastic.



Reinstall the part with the original
screw. Use original threads and don’t
cross thread.

Work Day
A work day is scheduled for Sat April 9th at 11 am
for the purpose of entry road trash pickup and
general spring field maintenance. It shouldn’t
take too long and it might be a good opportunity
to bring a George Foreman grill and share some
hot dogs, potato salad and baked beans
together before some afternoon flying.

Hats
If my memory is correct, we may have a couple of
ETAM hats remaining so if interested, contact
Bobby Bounds.

Balsa Wood
The club still has a supply of rough cut balsa
sections. Contact any officer.

Self-Threading Screw Hole
Procedure
This is a very common procedure. You
should do this whenever you make a selfthreading screw hole into the wood (to help
strengthen it). This works especially well for
parts that need to be removable (an aileron
servo holder/cover is a good example) but
would cause a crash if the screws feel out or
stripped loose in flight. However, now that
I’ve seen how much better the screws hold, I
do it for pretty much every screw hole I drill
into wood.

—from the newsletter of the Flying Aero Sport
Team, Brookville OH

Concentration and Focus: Yours
(And Your Airplane's) Best Friend
by Rob Mawer, Simi Valley Flyers, California

Every time I do something dumb, I seem
compelled to write about it. This article is
about following the first rule of (full-scale)
flying that I learned—before all other things,
fly the airplane. Like all future FAA pilots, my

Always use good safety practices at the field!
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instructor bombarded me with many things
while I was flying such as:
What is your heading? What is the wind
direction? Your heading is 170°, for VFR,
what altitude are you supposed to be at (odd
or even +500)? If you had to put down, where
would it be? (My instructor actually did that
while secretly shutting off the fuel to my
Cessna 152 simulating an inflight emergency
while heading toward Agua Dulce).
Those who have earned this certificate from
the FAA know exactly where I’m coming from.
Why did he have me do that? To get me used
to the fact that there can be many distractions
going on while you are flying such as collision
avoidance, faulty instruments, Automated
Terminal Information Service transcriptions,
passenger chatter in the cabin, and airport
controller instructions. The point is, your
primary job as pilot in command is to focus on
flying the airplane above all else. Okay, so
one might ask why the rambling preamble?
Flying our models is no different than flying
full-scale aircraft. The laws of gravity are the
same and are just as unforgiving, especially
when you lose focus.
Case in point: One Sunday I was having a
great day at our little electric field. The soccer
season finished so we weren’t booted off the
field at 8:30 a.m. The weather was cold, but
not so cold that your fingers lost feeling and
more importantly, there was no wind so we
were flying longer.
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Now, while parks and recreation allows us to
share this field with the soccer foundation, it
is still a public park and the public (dog
walkers, runners, and anyone generally
looking for a shortcut) can be on the field.
This particular Sunday, there were several
folks out with their dogs, one in particular that
thought it was a good idea to just stand in the
landing pattern while his beloved pups "did
their business." He was told once while
standing in the middle of the field that he had
to move out of harm’s.
I was flying my E-flite Taylorcraft (my
favorite), braving some inverted flying (at high
altitude), doing rolls, loops, and generally
having a lot of fun. I decided to work on some
slow flying and circling at the far end of the
field (far from this individual). Unfortunately,
my concentration and focus suddenly shifted
towards this him as I seemed to be more
concerned about his safety than for what I
had in the air. The thing was, I was nowhere
near him but I saw out of the corner of my
eye that another airplane was landing close
to him.
When I refocused my attention, my
Taylorcraft was in a nose dive toward terra
firma (Refer to the second rule of flying:
"airspeed and altitude are your best friend,"
and I had neither). This lapse of focus was an
instinctive reaction to a situation and
something I (we) should not allow to happen.
Unfortunately, it cost me an airplane
(fortunately, it was only an airplane).
Losing focus, whether it is using a power
saw, driving (that includes cell phone
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distractions), or anything that takes our
attention from the job at hand, can have
disastrous consequences. As for me, I picked
up the remains of my beloved "T-Cart," licking
my wounds, and yes, I did get another
Taylorcraft (Gorilla Glue couldn’t fix this one).



Always use good safety practices at the field!
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